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CHAPTER 20

Opera and Music Drama in
the Nineteenth Century
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Prelude – 1

 Opera central to musical life in the nineteenth century
• elite entertainment

― music popular with all classes, professions

• nationalism brought new themes
― subjects and settings varied widely
― librettists address issues of broader audience

o balance love with loyalty to family or nation
o influence of women in domestic and public sphere
o struggle for freedom
o fear of evil
o middle-class characters
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Prelude – 2

 Opera central to musical life in the nineteenth century (cont’d)

• music became most important element
― star singers still paid more than composers

― composer increasingly dominant force

― new operas by leading composers major events

― by 1850, permanent repertory emerged
o Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti, Meyerbeer, Weber, late operas of Mozart

― Verdi and Wagner dominated Italian and German opera, late 
nineteenth century

― France, Bohemia, Russia developed national styles 
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Prelude – 3

 Opera central to musical life in the nineteenth century (cont’d)

• Paris became operatic capital of Europe
― aftermath of French Revolution, monarchy restored

― new theater for French opera built, 1821

― government continued to subsidize opera and concerts

― royal family contributed informally

― French grand opera emerged

• nineteenth-century Italian opera
― grew out of established tradition

― experienced golden age, exported all over western Europe
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Prelude – 4

 Opera central to musical life in the nineteenth century (cont’d)
― Rossini, Donizetti, Bellini, Verdi created distinctly Italian genre

• opera as composite art form developed in German-speaking 
lands
― trends culminated in Richard Wagner’s music drama
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French Grand (and Not So Grand) Opera – 1

 Grand opera

• Eugène Scribe (1791–1861), Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791–
1864)

― librettist and composer: leaders of grand opera

― Robert le diable (Robert the Devil, 1831), Les Huguenots (1836)

― established features of new genre

o mix of spectacle, historical, political, and religious themes

o exploited special effects: elaborate stage machinery, ballets, choruses, 
crowd scenes
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French Grand (and Not So Grand) Opera – 2

 Grand opera (cont’d)
• Les Huguenots

― five acts, enormous cast, ballet, dramatic scenery and lighting effects
― St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre, sixteenth century
― tragic fate of pair of Protestant and Catholic lovers
― closing scene of Act II (NAWM 151)

o deep personal feelings with crowd scenes, public ceremonies
o variety of styles and gestures
o Protestant character sings Lutheran chorale, emblem of political 

struggle
o entertaining spectacle, glorious singing, serious artistic statement
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French Grand (and Not So Grand) Opera – 3

 Grand opera (cont’d)

• other grand operas
― grand-opera elements admired, emulated

― early exmples:
o Rossini’s Guillaume Tell (1829), featuring an onstage lake

o La muette de Portici (The Mute Girl of Portici, 1828), eruption of 
Vesuvius

• Berlioz, Les Troyens (1856–58)
― five-act opera, libretto by Berlioz on Virgil’s Aeneid

― drew on grand opera and older French opera tradition of Lully
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French Grand (and Not So Grand) Opera – 4

 Grand opera (cont’d)

― “epic opera”: story of a nation, passions of individual characters

• impact of grand opera

― influenced works of Bellini, Verdi, Wagner

― grand-opera tradition in twentieth century works

o Turandot, by Giacomo Puccini

o Christophe Colom, by Darius Milhaud

o Antony and Cleopatra, by Samuel Barber

o The Ghosts of Versailles, by John Corigliano
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French Grand (and Not So Grand) Opera – 5

 French lighter opera

• opéra comique

― spoken dialogue instead of recitative

― less pretentious than grand opera, fewer singers and players

― straightforward comedy or serious drama

• opéra bouffe

― founded by Jacques Offenbach (1819–1880)

― new genre, emphasized smart, witty, satirical elements of comic 
opera
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French Grand (and Not So Grand) Opera – 6

 French lighter opera (cont’d)
― satirized French society more freely, fictional character types

― Orphée aux enfers (Orpheus in the Underworld, 1858)

o cancan for the gods

o influenced developments in England, Vienna, United States

o spontaneous melody and rhythm, simple textures and harmonies, 
conventional formal patterns

o deceptively naïve, satirizes operatic and social conventions

• lyric opera
― lies between light opéra comique and grand opera

― main appeal is through melody
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French Grand (and Not So Grand) Opera – 7

 French lighter opera (cont’d)
― usually romantic drama or fantasy

― general scale larger than opéra comique

― Faust (1859), by Charles Gounod (1818–1893)
o most famous lyric opera

o elegant lyric style, melodies balance clarity with expressivity

• Bizet’s Carmen (1875 premiere)
― classified as opéra comique, contains spoken dialogue

― realism: stark drama, tragic murder

― exoticism: set in Spain, Spanish flavor embodied in Carmen
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French Grand (and Not So Grand) Opera – 8

 French lighter opera (cont’d)
― Carmen: character outside normal society, dangerous and enticing
― L’amour est un oiseau rebelle (Love is a rebellious bird)

o three authentic Spanish melodies

o rhythm of Cuban dance

o most is Bizet’s own; elements of Roma or Spanish music with modern 
French style

― seguidilla (NAWM 156), Carmen seduces Don José
o Spanish song in fast triple meter

o accompaniment imitates strumming of guitar

o melismas, grace notes; harmony suggests Phrygian mode
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Italian Opera – 1

 Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868)

• one of the most popular and influential composers of his 
generation
― born in Pesaro, Italy

― entered Bologna Conservatory

― 1813, first opera; international reputation by age twenty-one

― composed rapidly, wrote for particular singers

― musical director of Teatro San Carlo in Naples

― director of Théâtre Italien in Paris

― retired at age forty, disappeared from operatic scene
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Italian Opera – 2

 Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868) (cont’d)
― major works: thirty-nine operas, including Tancredi, L’italian in 

Algeri, Il barbiere di Siviglia, Otello, La Cenerentola, Mosè in Egitto; 
Stabat mater, Petite messe solennelle, other sacred vocal works; 
smaller vocal and instrumental pieces

• best known today for his comic operas
― Il barbiere di Siviglia (The Barber of Seville; Rome, 1816), Rossini’s 

masterpiece

― reputation during his lifetime rested on serious operas

o Otello, Guillaume Tell

― blended opera buffa and opera seria
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Ex20-02, parts a and b
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Ex20-02, parts c and d
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Italian Opera – 3

 Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868) (cont’d)

• bel canto singing style, “beautiful singing”
― effortless technique, agility, flexibility, control

― term used in retrospect

― voice most important element

• patter arias
― buffo characters, such as Figaro

― rapidly delivered lines

o sometimes mixed with nonsense syllables

o repeated often, sung with incredible speed and precision
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Italian Opera – 4

 Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868) (cont’d)
• Una voce poco fa from The Barber of Seville (NAWM 149), Rosina’s 

aria
― two-section or “double” aria
― cavatina: entrance aria
― suggests action by changing tempo and style

o sections portray complicated situation, facets of her character
― cantabile: narrates falling in love with Lindoro

o small phrases, orchestral chords
o style appropriate to narration
o swears to outwit her guardian: comic patter

― cabaletta: reveals both sides of Rosina’s personality
o loving and obedient: bel canto melody
o scheming trickster: sudden vocal leaps, rapid passage work
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Italian Opera – 5

 Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868) (cont’d)
• general style

― irrepressible melodies, animated rhythms, clear phrases
― spare texture and orchestration support singers

o individual instruments featured, winds for color

― harmonic schemes not complex, juxtaposing 3rd-related keys
― quickly paced ensemble scene
― effective use of crescendo

o repeating phrases louder each time, often at higher pitch
o builds excitement
o Rossini’s trademark
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Italian Opera – 6

 Vincenzo Bellini (1801–1835)
• came to prominence after Rossini retired
• dramas of passion, fast, gripping action
• ten serious operas include:

― La sonnambula (The Sleepwalker, 1831)

― Norma (1831)

― I puritani (The Puritans, 1835)

• long, sweeping, highly embellished, intensely emotional melodies
• Casta diva (Chaste goddess) from Norma (NAWM 150)

― opera reflected fascination with distant times, Italian yearnings for 
freedom
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Italian Opera – 7

 Vincenzo Bellini (1801–1835) (cont’d)
― vocal line: constant motion, deeply expressive, unpredictable

― scene follows Rossini’s double aria pattern

― chorus plays important role, creates continuous action

 Giuseppi Verdi (1813–1901)
• ruling presence in Italian music entire second half of nineteenth 

century
― born in northern Italy, son of an innkeeper

― as a child, worked as church organist, studied music locally

― denied entrance to Milan Conservatory

― pursued career in Milan as opera composer
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Italian Opera – 8

 Giuseppi Verdi (1813–1901) (cont’d)
― two children died in infancy, followed by his wife Margherita’s early 

death

― Nabucco (1842) launched him as star composer, next eleven years 
busiest of his career

― after La traviata (1853), slowed production of new operas

― 1871, retired from the stage, focused on his farm

― major works: twenty-six operas, including Nabucco, Rigoletto, Il 
trovatore, La traviata, Les vépres siciliennes, Simon Boccanegra, Il 
ballo in maschera, La forza del destino, Don Carlos, Aida, Otello, 
Falstaff; Requiem and other Latin sacred works
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Italian Opera – 9

 Giuseppi Verdi (1813–1901) (cont’d)
• nationalism and politics

― deplored influence of foreign ideas
― work is rarely overtly nationalistic
― Verdi supported, identified with Italian Risorgimento
― choruses in early operas camouflaged patriotic messages
― by 1859, “Viva Verdi” nationalist rallying cry

• approach to opera
― opera as human drama
― chose stories himself
― librettos: fast action, striking contrasts, unusual characters, strong emotional 

situations
― collaborated closely with librettist
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Italian Opera – 10

 Giuseppi Verdi (1813–1901) (cont’d)
• working methods

― wrote draft of vocal melodies

― orchestration completed after rehearsals had begun

― took more time to compose
o better paid for each new opera

o improved copyright laws, royalty income

o sales from published scores

• style
― dramatic impact, vocal melody primary medium

― captures characters, feeling, situations in memorable melodies
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Italian Opera – 11

 Giuseppi Verdi (1813–1901) (cont’d)
― simple form, easy to follow, regular phrasing, plain harmony, intriguing 

rhythmic and melodic motives
― influences

o knowledge of predecessors, revered Beethoven

o Rossini’s musical scene structure

o Bellini’s emotional intensity

o harmony and orchestration of Meyerbeer

• early operas, to 1853
― Luisa Miller (Naples, 1849), drama centered on interpersonal conflict
― Rigoletto and La traviata, adapted from Victor Hugo
― Il trovatore
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Italian Opera – 12

 Giuseppi Verdi (1813–1901) (cont’d)
• La traviata

― one of first tragic operas set in contemporary time
― setting and subject, link opera to realism
― final act, (NAWM 154); follows Rossini’s scene structure

o features new kind of melody, developed further in late operas
o scena: complete musical texture in orchestra
o tempo d’attacco: tuneful song
o slow cantabile: simple, direct, tuneful
o tempo di mezzo: series of startling contrasts in mood and style
o fast cabaletta: emotions intensify, emotional climax
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Italian Opera – 13

 Giuseppi Verdi (1813–1901) (cont’d)
• middle period

― six new operas in next two decades
o action is more continuous

o solos, ensembles, choruses more freely combined

o harmonies more daring

o orchestra treated with great originality

o reshaped traditional forms to suit dramatic situation

― Les vépres siciliennes (The Sicilian Vespers, 1855)
o grand opera for Paris

o blending of French and Italian elements

o return to historical subjects, political ramifications
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Italian Opera – 14

 Giuseppi Verdi (1813–1901) (cont’d)
― comic roles

o Un ballo in maschera (A Masked Ball; Rome, 1859)
o La forza del destino (The Force of Destiny, 1862, revised 1869)

― reminiscence motives
o harkening back to an earlier theme, motives
o previously used in Rigoletto
o unified work dramatically, musically

― Aida (1871)
o all traits of mature style
o heroic quality of grand opera
o vivid character delineation, pathos
o wealth of melodic, harmonic, orchestral color
o Egyptian subject, exotic color and spectacle
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Italian Opera – 15

 Giuseppi Verdi (1813–1901) (cont’d)
• late works

― Otello (produced in Milan, 1887)
o reminiscence motives in orchestra
o unbroken flow of music within acts
o units arranged in larger-scene complexes, entire acts

― Falstaff (Milan, 1889)
o scenes from Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor and Henry IV
o opera buffa, ensemble transformed
o nimble, endlessly varied orchestral background
o comedy speeds to climaxes in grand finales
o last scene culminates in a fugue 
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German Romantic Opera – 1

 Interaction between music and literature developed fully

• nineteenth-century German opera
― Singspiel root of German opera

― elements from French opera

― intensified genre’s specific national features

― increasingly chromatic harmony, use of orchestral color for dramatic 
expression, emphasis on inner voices

• Der Freischütz (The Magic Rifleman, first performed in Berlin, 
1821) by Carl Maria von Weber (1786–1826)
― established German Romantic opera
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German Romantic Opera – 2

 Interaction between music and literature developed fully 
(cont’d)

― unusual harmonies, daring orchestral effects

― emphasizes folklore, nature, supernatural elements

― simple folklike melodies introduce distinctly national elements

― Wolf’s Glen Scene (NAWM 152), elements of melodrama

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883)

• one of the most influential musicians of all time

― born in Leipzig, Germany; ninth child of police clerk
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German Romantic Opera – 3

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883) (cont’d)
― by age twenty-one, writing librettos, composing operas, working as 

conductor

― worked as music journalist in Paris

― 1843, appointed second Kapellmeister for king of Saxony in Dresden

― supported 1848 revolution, fled Germany

― settled in Switzerland, wrote his most important essays

― support from King Ludwig II of Bavaria

― 1870, married Cosima von Bülow, daughter of Franz Liszt

― designed theater in Bayreuth, Germany, for permanent festival
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German Romantic Opera – 4

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883) (cont’d)
― major works: thirteen operas, including Rienzi, Der fliegende 

Holländer, Tannhäuser, Lohengrin, Tristan und Isolde, , Die 
Meistersinger von Nürnberg, Das Rheingold, Die Walkürie, Siegfried, 
Götterdämmerung, Parsifal

• goals and writings
― music’s main purpose, serve goals of dramatic expression

― The Artwork of the Future (1850), Opera and Drama (1851, revised 
1868)

― Beethoven’s Ninth, path to the future

― saw himself as Beethoven’s true successor
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German Romantic Opera – 5

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883) (cont’d)
• Gesamtkunstwerk (“united artwork”)

― absolute oneness of drama and music, organically connected
o poetry, scenic design, staging, action, music work together

― vision of new union, music and dramatic text
o called music drama

o called his works operas, dramas, or Bühnenfestspielen

― core of drama is in the music
o orchestra conveys inner aspect

o sung words articulate outer aspect

o traditional hierarchy of voice and orchestra reversed

o orchestral web is chief factor, vocal lines part of musical texture
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German Romantic Opera – 6

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883) (cont’d)
• other writings 

― address literature, drama, political moral topics
― Gesamtkunstwerk could help reform society
― art not undertaken for profit
― controversial views on nationalism, anti-Semitism

• early operas
― drew directly on his predecessors
― Rienzi (1842), grand opera in Meyerbeer mold
― Der fliegende Holländer (The Flying Dutchman, 1843), tradition of 

Weber
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German Romantic Opera – 7

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883) (cont’d)
― Tannhäuser (1845), Lohengrin (1850)

o adapted Germanic legends, sin and redemption
o new flexible, semideclamatory vocal line

• The Ring Cycle
― cycle of four dramas, collective title Der Ring des Nibelungen (The Ring of 

the Nibelung)
o librettos by Wagner
o stories from medieval German epic poems, Nordic legends
o nineteen hours of music performed over consecutive evenings
o all linked by characters, motives

― gold “ring” stolen from river Rhine
o Das Rheingold, prolonged tonic chord, 136 measures
o curse placed on the ring, brings wearer misery and death
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German Romantic Opera – 8

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883) (cont’d)
o curse is fulfilled in course of the four dramas
o Götterdämmerung (The Twilight of the Gods), Rhine maidens reclaim the ring

― Leitmotive (leading motive)
o cycle organized around network of motives
o each associated with particular character, thing, event, emotion
o first appearance and repetition establish association
o accumulates significance, recurs in new contexts
o may recall an object, object itself not present
o may be varied, developed, transformed as plot develops
o similar motives may suggest connection between things
o one leitmotive may morph into another

― endless melody
o complete correspondence between web of leitmotives and dramatic action
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German Romantic Opera – 9

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883) (cont’d)
o unify scene or opera 

o create seamless flow of music

o impression of “endless melody”

• Arthur Schopenhauer’s (1788–1860) influence
― pessimistic views, The World as Will and Representation

― music embodied deepest reality

― words and ideas product of reason, governed “appearance”

― emotions resided in the “Will”

― embodiment in Tristan und Isolde
o vital force of the Will: passion of two lovers consummated only in death
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German Romantic Opera – 10

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883) (cont’d)
• Tristan und Isolde, Prelude (NAWM 153a)

― desire, inexpressible yearning: chromatic harmony, delayed 
resolutions

― first chord (F-B-D#-G#), “the Tristan chord”
― four successive dissonant sonorities “resolve” into dissonance

• Tristan und Isolde, Act I
― motives, passages from Prelude: significance as leitmotivs
― final scene (concluding in NAWM 153b)

o magical love potion, opening section of Prelude
o intertwining of action, scenery, musical forces
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German Romantic Opera – 11

 Richard Wagner (1813–1883) (cont’d)

• leitmotives in Tristan und Isolde
― potion and resulting passion: enharmonic equivalence

― longing unfulfilled: rising chromatic line expands, intensifies, 
resolves deceptively

• Wagner’s influence
― influenced chromatic idiom of Weber, Berlioz, and others

― French rejected Wagner’s rhetoric as overbearing

― more written about Wagner than any other musician

― vision of Gesamtkunstwerk affected all later opera composers
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TIMELINE
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Postlude

 Verdi and Wagner, transformed opera into drama

• Verdi: expression of emotion through the voice
― respected nature, depicted natural settings and phenomena

― Classicist in many ways

o adhered to traditional forms

o surpassed old conventions, action expressed in piece of unbroken music

• Wagner’s significance is threefold
― brought German Romantic opera to its consummation

― created new genre, the music drama as complete work of art 
(Gesamtkunstwerk)

― hyperextended tonal idiom, hastened dissolution of tonality
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